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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Nigeria Election Violence Report 

(NEVR) project is a subset of the International 

Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) 

Election Violence Education and Resolution 

(EVER) project, it focuses on developing the 

capacity of civil society and individuals to 

monitor, analyze and respond to incidents 

of election-related conflict before, during 

and after elections in Nigeria. It promotes 

collaboration and dialogue between 

election stakeholders in order to mitigate 

and/or prevent election violence. To 

accomplish these objectives, IFES through 

Kimpact engaged 106 monitors throughout 

the six states in South West geo-political 

zone for the pre-election, election day 

and post-election periods. These monitors 

were trained and deployed based on the 

Hotspot Mapping and a web-based research 

done to explore opinions, knowledge and 

non-violence expectations in elections all 

through the 137 Local Government Areas 

of the southwest Nigeria. This survey 

shows the degree of concerns in each 

state and highlighted the possibility of key 

stakeholders in election to incite violence 

via their actions and in-actions. Upon this 

assessment, Kimpact sets her electoral 

violence prevention strategies to intervene 

through distribution of information 

education and communication materials, 

public education engagement. Kimpact 

organized townhall meetings across 

South-West Nigeria to sensitize the public 

on mitigating and monitoring election 

violence, paid advocacy visits to gatekeepers 

and key stakeholders in each of the 6 states. 

18 Billboards that beared non-violence 

messages were produced and hosted at 

strategic areas across the 6 southwestern 

states to mitigate electoral violence. Three 

press conferences were conducted to make 

citizens aware of the NEVR project and give 

recommendations and observations on the 

Presidential / National Assembly election 

and Governorship / State of Assembly 

election. This combination of activities 

were used to strengthen and reinforce 

importance of peaceful election in the 

southwest communities and to help prevent 

tensions from escalating into violence 

within the project duration of January 28 to 

April 15, 2019. 511 reports were received on 

the nevr website. which comprises 



of peace initiatives, potential for violence and violence reports. 372 of the 511 reports 

were verified leaving 139 report unverified. these report remains at the unverified states 

because 48 of this reports are duplicate sms due to network glitches, 48 reports that are 

not related to the objective of the project and 43 reports from other zone which are meant 

to be verified by the organization in charge. 



The Nigeria Election Violence Report (NEVR) project is supported by the International 

Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES). It’s a scientific approach to monitoring elec-

toral violence so as to provide impartial voice on electoral violence through citizen obser-

vation with the ultimate goal of ending the culture of impunity by documenting and pub-

lishing disaggregated electoral violence data. Therefore, informing relevant stakeholder in 

numbers why electoral violence needs to be mitigated. NEVR approaches electoral violence 

by quantifying it through in-depth research and data gathering from trained and deployed 

citizens.

This project develops the capacity of civil society to monitor, analyze and respond to 

incidents of election-related conflict before, during and after elections in Nigeria. It 

also promotes collaboration and dialogue between election stakeholders in order to mit-

igate and/or prevent election violence. To accomplish these objectives, monitors are en-

gaged throughout hotspot states in each zone during the pre-election, Election Day and 

post-election periods.  IFES and its local partners distributed public awareness materials 

and engaged in public education. This combination of activities strengthens partners’ abil-

ity to reinforce peace in their communities and to help prevent tensions from escalating 

into violence. The NEVR website houses SMS-based reporting from monitors in the project 

and brings groundbreaking technology to improve upon previous conflict reporting. This 

website gives the public and other stakeholders near-instant access to incidents around the 

country as well as a variety of other election-related information.

INTRODUCTION



ABOUT KIMPACT



Kimpact Development Initiative is a Non-Governmental 

Organization that promotes democratic governance, 

economic development and youth development. Kimpact 

focuses on in-depth research, capacity development 

and public policy advocacy. Since its inception, the 

organization has carved a niche for itself as one of the 

frontline NGO promoting youth development and 

strengthening of government structures. Kimpact is 

registered with Corporate Affairs Commission.

• Democratic Governance
• Youth Development
• economic Development

OUR THEMATIC AREAS





INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR 
ELECTORAL SYSTEMS (IFES)

The International Foundation for 

Electoral Systems (IFES) supports 

citizens’ right to participate in free and 

fair elections. Our independent expertise 

strengthens electoral systems and builds 

local capacity to deliver sustainable 

solutions. Our vision is a world in which 

strong democratic institutions empower 

citizens to have a voice in the way they are 

governed.  Since 1987, IFES has worked 

in over 145 countries – from developing 

democracies, to mature democracies. As the 

global leader in democracy promotion, we 

advance good governance and democratic 

rights by :

Providing technical 

assistance to election 

officials.

Technical Support

Empowering the 

underrepresented 

to participate in the 

political process.

Empowerment

Applying field-based 

research to improve 

the electoral cycle.

Research

 



Since 1998, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) has worked to 

strengthen the capacity of Nigerian election management bodies, namely the Independent 

National Electoral Commission of Nigeria (INEC) and the State Independent Electoral 

Commissions, and other local partners, to promote credible, inclusive and transparent 

elections at national and local levels.

IFES provides support on electoral operations, election dispute resolution, political finance 

monitoring and voter and civic education. IFES also focuses on improving and monitoring 

the electoral dispute resolution system and increasing the capacity of civil society to analyze, 

monitor and advocate against electoral violence.

IFES has played an instrumental role in institutional capacity-building and decentralization 

at the INEC. IFES supported the establishment of a training and research institute under 

INEC in 2007, termed The Electoral Institute, which it continues to support in its mandate 

of certifying trainers and training over 700,000 poll workers around the country ahead 

of elections. Other IFES-suggested innovations adopted by INEC are Election Operation 

Support Centers, which track and monitor electoral operations.

IFES also supported the INEC’s set up of an internal graphic design center (which allowed 

the INEC for the first time to design ballot papers in-house, an important milestone for 

maintaining the security of the ballot) and a GIS lab that integrated GIS into electoral 

operations and planning.

IFES’ key areas of work in Nigeria have been:

• Local and national election administration

• Voter education

• Electoral security assistance

• Inclusion of traditionally marginalized groups in electoral processes

• Electoral alternative dispute resolution processes

• Electoral violence monitoring and peace building

• Political finance

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ELECTORAL 
SYSTEMS (IFES) IN NIGERIA
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 PROJECT ACTIVITIES



1
KIMPACT 2019 PRE-ELECTION 

SURVEY 
(HOTSPOT MAPPING)



KDI conducted an online survey that explores opinion, knowledge and non-violence 

expectations in south west Nigeria for the 2019 general elections to identify areas that are 

prone to electoral violence, deploy monitors to the hotspot zones for documentation of 

incidents of violence and put in place necessary measures to mitigate electoral violence in 

the hotspot areas. The survey for the study  was conducted January 2019 in the 6 states of 

the south-west geo political zone of Nigeria ahead of the 2019 general elections by Kimpact’s 

field researchers. It had a sample size of 3,014 respondents gotten through a web-based 

KIMPACT 2019 PRE-ELECTION SURVEY
 (HOTSPOT MAPPING)

experiment. The survey findings show that there are diverse degrees of concern in the 6 

states of the south-west with 3 states on Amber (potential violent areas): Ekiti, Ogun, Ondo, 

while Lagos and Oyo are the 2 states on Red (high possibility of election violence). The 

findings also suggested that Osun State can have a certain degree of peace in the forthcoming 

elections. The survey was covered  the 137 local government areas in the south west states 

and Key findings were documented.

Number Of Respondent



Expectations on 
Peaceful Elections in 
South West Nigeria

History of Violence 
in South West Nigeria



HOTSPOT MAPPING BASED ON HISTORY OF 
VIOLENCE, OVERALL EXPECTATION OF PEACEFUL 

ELECTIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF RELEVANT 
STAKEHOLDERS IN ELECTIONS



2
NEVR MONITOR’S TRAINING



Kimpact Development Initiative (KDI) 

organized stepdown trainings for her local 

government monitors in each of the six south 

western state (Oyo, Osun, Ogun, Ekiti, Ondo, 

Lagos) which started on the 7th February 

2019 and was brought to a close 10th February 

2019. 

The objective of the training was to ensure 

proper understanding of the Nigeria Election 

Violence Report project by the monitors, so 

that they will be properly equipped on how 

to monitor and document election violence, 

peace initiative, educate and sensitize the 

public on electoral violence mitigation. The 

monitors were trained on the following 

modules: Introduction to NEVR, Election and 

Election violence, Introduction to Monitoring 

Election violence, NEVR structures and roles, 

monitors role; Reporting Tools, verifying 

election violence incidence, conducting 

NEVR MONITOR’S TRAINING



interviews, operation and planning, Security, Preventing and Mitigating election violence 

as well as presentation of the Kimpact 2019 Hotspot Mapping and Pre-Election Survey. The 

trainings were facilitated by Kimpact staff and each state lead monitors and assistants. Next 

is the breakdown of the training in each of the states.



ONDO STATE
MONITOR’S
TRAINING



The cascade training for Ondo state monitors was held on the 7th and 8th of February 

at Curators Hub beside AT &T Presidential Hotel Owo road, Akure Ondo State with 14 

Monitors across the state.

MALE

FEMALE

NUMBER OF MONITORS TRAINED



LAGOS STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING
LAGOS STATE MONITOR’S 

TRAINING

Lagos State NEVR monitor step down training was held 

at the Citadel      Hotel and Suites, Ikeja, Lagos between 

February 9th and 10th 2019. The training was approached 

using case studies, parallel learning and group discussions. 

The training had 16 monitors in attendance.



MALE

FEMALE

NUMBER OF MONITORS TRAINED



OGUN STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

Ogun State Cascade training was held 

on 7th and 8th of February 2019 at 

Spices Food and Restaurant hall, Oke-Ilewo 

Abeokuta. The training has 16 monitors 

present with 13 males and 3 Females present. 

The monitors were taken through the 

modules, discussions, simulations and group 

presentations were the tools used in training 

the monitors. 

LAGOS STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING
OGUN STATE MONITOR’S 

TRAINING



MALE

FEMALE

NUMBER OF MONITORS TRAINED



EKITI  STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

OGUN STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

LAGOS STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING
EKITI STATE MONITOR’S 

TRAINING

Ekiti State training was also held on 7th and 8th of February at Summit 

Leadership Institute Federal Housing Estate Ado-Ekiti Ekiti State with 

the presence of 12 monitors (8 males and 4 females) . The monitors cut across 

the state local government areas. The workshop was facilitated by the lead 

monitor, assistants and Kimpact staff. The workshop was an impactful one 

as there were increase in knowledge gained from the pre-test and post-test 

questionnaire. 

EKITI  STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

OGUN STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

LAGOS STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING
EKITI STATE MONITOR’S 

TRAINING



MALE

FEMALE

NUMBER OF MONITORS TRAINED



OSUN STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

Osun State had their step-down training on the 7th and 8th February, at Royal 

Continental Hotel and Suites Prime-Offa Junction Osogbo Osun State. The training 

had 23 participants including the state lead monitor comprising of 7 females and 16 males. 

The monitors were taken through the training modules with simulations and group 

discussions.

EKITI  STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

OGUN STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

LAGOS STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING
OSUN STATE MONITOR’S 

TRAINING



MALE

FEMALE

NUMBER OF MONITORS TRAINED



NEVR cascade training for Local Monitors in Oyo State was held at Ibadan Business 

School Bodija Ibadan. The training had the presence of 25 Monitors. All the training 

modules were treated, questions were entertained and group discussion with home work 

was done by the monitors.

OYO STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

OSUN STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

EKITI  STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

OGUN STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING

LAGOS STATE
STEP-DOWN

TRAINING
OYO STATE MONITOR’S 

TRAINING



MALE

FEMALE

NUMBER OF MONITORS TRAINED



After the stepdown training, the monitors were deployed to their respective local government 

areas to monitor and report incidents of election violence and peace initiative. The monitors 

reported cases of electoral violence, potential violence and peace activities to the zonal hub 

and directly to the NEVR websites by sending SMS. Reports on the NEVR website are verified 

by the designated NEVR project officers who subjects the reports to srutiny before approval. 

A Toll-free line (080-000-10000) was acquired and extended to two other channels to enable 

citizens to call for free so as to report incidents and threat of violence and make enquiries 

about the project. 

TOLL FREE LINE



KIMPACT NEVR CALL LOG ANALYSIS 
(080-000-10000) 



GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF CALL RECIEVED

DISTRIBUTION OF CALLS PER STATE



GENDER DISTRIBUTION OF CALL RECIEVED



INFORMATION, EDUCATION 
AND COMMUNICATION (IEC) 

MATERIALS3



KDI   innovatively produced 

6000 peace pledge cards, 

280 Placards and 150 T-shirts 

which were distributed across 

the six states. The placards and 

pledge cards were produced 

to get the commitment of 

stakeholders and citizens to 

peaceful election. 



Cross-section of participants holding the pledge card, making commitment to 

peacefully and actively participate in the 2019 General Elections



TOWN HALL
MEETINGS4



TOWN HALL MEETINGS

Kimpact organized town hall meetings in 6 states (Osun, Lagos, Ekiti, Ondo, 

Oyo and Ogun) of the south west Nigeria. The townhall meeting was organized 

to increase the participation of stakeholders and citizens in mitigating and 

prevention of election violence. The townhall meetings had the presence 

of stakeholders including National Orientation Agency (NOA), Security 

personnel (Police and Nigeria Civil Defense), Political Parties Representatives, 

Media, Traditional Rulers etc. The town hall took place at the state capital of 

each states.



Cross-section of participants at the Town Hall Meeting in Ondo State

Cross-section of participants at the Town Hall Meeting in Oyo State



STATE DATE VENUE Male  Female PWDs Total

Osun Feb. 14 Osogbo Holiday Inn, Oke-

fia

71 32 Nil 103

Lagos Feb. 14 Presken Hotel Hall, Allen 

Ikeja Lagos

87 45 2 132

Ogun Feb. 14 Basic Trust International 

Hall, Plot 2, Debis Close

 Oke-Ilewo Abeokuta

66 31 Nil 97

Ekiti Feb. 14 Koltotel Hotel, Bank Road 

Ado-Ekiti

75 39 1 114

Oyo Feb. 

14 & 21

Ibadan North East LGA 

Secretariat hall Iwo road 

Ibadan

78 77 Nil 155

Ondo Feb. 

14 & 21

Deji Palace Hall, Akure 75 21 Nil 96



ADVOCACY
 VISITS 5



Kimpact and her monitors paid a advocacy visit to key stakeholders in Southwest. The 

stakeholders visited were community leaders, religious leaders, politicians, youth, Transport 

workers, Security Agencies among others. The advocacy visit was done to get the stakeholders 

commitment on having a peaceful election, intimate them about the NEVR project and 

using their platform to preach peace.

ADVOCACY   VISITS

Visit to Olowu of Owu

Visit to Nigeria Police Force Osogbo Divisional Head Quarters, Osun State



Advocacy was made but not limited to 

Oba of Ikorodu, Olowu of Owu, Abeokuta 

Central mosque, All Progressive 

Congress (APC) Secretariat in Ado Ekiti, 

Ajero of Ijero Ekiti, State Directors of 

National Orientaion Agency, Resident 

Electoral Commisioner of INEC , The 

Speaker Lagos State House of Assembly 

and Nigeria Police Force Headquarters 

in Ekiti and Osun.

Visit to an APC Chieftain in Ekiti

Visit to Oba of Ikorodu, Lagos State



Visit to Ogun State INEC, HOD Voter Education

Visit to NURTW in Oyo State



Visit to National Orientation Agency Lagos State Director

Visit to National Orientation Agency, Oyo State Director



Honourable REC of INEC, Lagos State demostrating his commitment to 
peaceful elections

Visit to NURTW in Osun State



PRESS 
CONFERENCE
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Following one of the objectives of  NEVR project which is public education and awareness, 

Kimpact Development Initiative organized three press conferences in Osogbo, Osun State.

The Pre NEVR-Press conference was held on the 13th of February, 2019. The objective of 

this press conference is to inform the general public on the key findings of Kimpact pre-

election survey/hotspot mapping done before the 2019 general elections, also to inform the 

public on how citizen observation/monitoring could help on mitigating electoral violence, 

share medium to report electoral violence in their communities, and to remind all electoral 

stakeholders to play by the rules at this critical stage of the electoral process most especially 

before, during and after the 2019 General elections. The conference had in attendance 

representatives from 20 media houses and 27 members of Civil Society Organization which 

include media houses like AIT, Channels, Orisun fm, BBC, OSBC, Punch, Rave FM, Tribune, 

PRE NEVR-PRESS CONFERENCE



people living with disabilities, election stakeholders and several civil societies.

The press statement presented cut across background information on the NEVR project, 

emphasizing its objectives, stating that the project focuses on developing the capacity of civil 

society to monitor, analyze and respond to incidents of election-related conflict. Also, to 

promote collaboration and dialogue between stakeholders in order to mitigate and prevent 

election violence before, during and after 2019 general elections. The press statement 

explicitly explains the hotspot mapping of the 6 Southwestern states according to the survey 

conducted by Kimpact Development Initiative. 



PRESS CONFERENCE ON POST 
PRESIDENTIAL AND FEDERAL 

HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS 

The Mid- NEVR Project and Post Presidential and Federal House of 

Assembly Elections Press Conference was held on 27th of Feb 2019. The 

objective of this press conference was to inform the general public and 

major stakeholders on the key findings and observations of Kimpact on 

election violence report during the last Presidential and Federal House 

of Assembly election



and to give recommendations based on the last election findings on the forth coming gov-

ernorship and house of assembly election. The press statement was read by Bukola Idowu, 

the project coordinator and   communication officer, Oluwafemi Adebayo. The security 

agencies professional conduct during the election was recognised and were urged that the 

deployment of security men should be further worked upon as some polling units had 

just a single security agent during the election. Issues around INEC logistics, conduct of 

INEC officials and Adhoc staff, electoral violence were also raised. The Osun State Assistant 

Commissioner of Police (Operations), ACP Oyakhilome commended Kimpact Develop-

ment Initiative, that the press release was objective. 



Also, that the country security is improving over the years and the Nigeria Police are  ready 

to do more to have a credible election. The press conference hosted 48 participants (31 

males, 15 females and 2 PWDs) with representative from 21 media houses: Channel, OSBC, 

Tribune, BBC, AIT and Stakeholders; Assistant Commissioner of Police, INEC Head of Voter 

Education, DSS, National Orientation Agency, Civil Society Organizations etc.



The Post Elections Press Conference was held on 13th of March 2019. The objective of this press 

conference is to inform the general public and major stakeholders on the key findings and observations 

of Kimpact on election violence and potential for violence reports received in the last Governorship 

and House of Assembly election to give recommendations based on the last election findings so as to 

improve the election processes and procedures.

PRESS CONFERENCE ON 
POST GOVERNORSHIP AND 

STATE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS 



BILLBOARDS
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BILLBOARDS

Kimpact made use of outdoor advertising which remains one of the most effective means 

of creating awareness within Nigeria. For instance, billboards have been one of the most 

effective means of communicating campaign messages during elections in Nigeria. 

Kimpact designed, produced and hosted 18 bill boards across the 6 southwestern state. The 

bill boards were produced and hosted strategically in popular areas to create awareness on 

non-violence election, importance of peaceful election and to mitigate electoral violence.  

The bill boards carried peace messages on NEVR theme such as “Say NEVR to Electoral 

Violence” were hosted at strategic areas so as to also popularise the



Toll-free line (080-000-10000) which gave the public the opportunity to report incidents, 

threat of violence and make enquiries about the project by calling the zonal hub at no cost. 

This is also a means for the zonal hub to gather more information from to the public.



PHOTO: Billboards in different strategic areas of the South West 
Nigeria



MEDIA 
ENGAGEMENT
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SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENTS

Social media engagement focused on the usage of Kimpact Twitter and Facebook page. The 

analysis for the NEVR media engagement was done based on the activities on the media 

handles for the given period of 47 days. Over this period KDI’s tweets were 99.8% about 

NEVR project, and this earned 88, 400 impressions.



Social & Print Media 





KIMPACT/NEVR SOUTHWEST 
SITUATION ROOM
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Nigeria has conducted six general elections since the reintroduction of democracy; 1999, 

2003, 2007, 2011, 2015 and 2019. The democratic litmus test will be, by default, the peaceful 

transition of government power. Overtime, Nigeria’s electoral history has always had one 

form of violence at the pre, during and post-election phases, with high consequences 

including deaths, displacement and destruction of livelihood. Getting to keep track of the 

happenings in south west Nigeria within the electoral cycle most especially the election 

day; so as to quantify electoral violence through citizen observation by documenting and 

publishing verified disaggregated electoral violence data is a goal to be achieved. Hence, the 

need for Kimpact / NEVR South West Election Situation Room.

This Situation Room was active with full operation on both the Presidential/ National Assembly 

Elections (23rd February, 2019) and the Governorship/ House of Assembly election (9th of 

March, 2019) to get field reports from 106 election violence monitors deployed by Kimpact 

Development Initiatives (KDI) across the six states of the South West Nigeria. In addition, 

reports were equally gotten from the public via the toll-free line provided by Kimpact, many 

of these reports were tracked and verified by the NEVR monitor in their neighbourhood. 467 

cases were reported from the 297 reports gotten across the six states of the southwest Nigeria 

which ranges from Potential for violence and violence.



The 23rd February election (Presidential and National Assembly Elections) was characterised 

in the South West Nigeria with disruption by unidentified political thugs, late commencement 

of  polls, smart card reader malfunctioning, inadequate deployment of security agents and 

vote buying. It was evident on Saturday, 9th March, 2019 that the voter turnout was low. 

Supposedly, an election ought to roll around voters, but report gotten from all the south west 

state except for Oyo state shown an inauspicious situation of election officials being idle at 

these respective polling units waiting for voters to come out. The widespread of vote buying 

and inducement across the South West Nigeria was really disturbing as reports gotten were 

mostly that vote buying was with impunity in states like Ogun, Ekiti, Ondo, Oyo and Osun. 

Agents of political parties were distributing money ranging from N200 to N2000.

Collation of voting results remains a major weak-point in Nigeria’s election management 

and administration as so many persons believe manipulation and interference commonly 

occur in the collation centres. In Oyo, Kimpact received report of the malicious burning of 

the INEC secretariat in Ibadan South West LGA by some unidentified persons. 

DISTRUPTION BY PARTY AGENTS

INCOMPETENCE OF INEC AD-HOC OFFICIALS

TREND IN 2019 ELECTIONS IN THE SOUTH WEST NIGERIA



As against the Presidential and National Assembly Election on Saturday, 23rd February 2019. 

Saturday, 9th March, 2019 Governorship and House of Assembly election experienced a 

huge improvement in the election logistic such as opening and commencement of polls 

except for a large part of Lagos State that experienced late commencement of polls. There 

was sufficient deployment of security agents to polling units, issues with smart card reader 

was at the reduced height but there were issues that surfaced in both elections. These are the 

problematic trends in the 2019 elections, such as Disruption by political thugs, Disruption 

by Party Agents, Vote Buying, Voter Intimidation, incompetence of INEC Ad-hoc officials 

and pockets of violence.

(Note: late commencement of polls, smart card reader malfunctioning, inadequate deployment of security 

agents and vote buying are not issue of violence but they are potential violence). 

In Lagos State, our findings depict both elections (23rd February, 2019 and 9 March, 2019) 

were marred with late commencement of polls, this was not far from the reports from Agege 

ward 3 RAC, and Oshodi/Isolo LGAs of Lagos that polls commenced late due to refusal of 

ad-hoc officer to deploy, protesting issues around their welfare most especially non-payment 

of their dues from previous election. 

Trends In Lagos Elections



Trends In Ogun Elections

The trend of concerns in Lagos for the 2019 elections includes Vote Buying, Voter Intimidation, 

Disruption by Political Thugs and Late Commencement of polls. In Oyo State, the elections 

were a lot characterized by fatality, as 10 persons lost their lives within the electoral cycles, 

the ugly trend was not only limited to casualty, other trend of concerns in Oyo for the 2019 

elections includes Vote Buying, Disruption by Political Thugs, and Disruption by Party Agents. 

Disruption by Political Thugs and Vote Buying really blemished the 2019 General elections 

in Ogun State, as vote buying was with impunity. In Osun State, trend of concerns largely 

remains of Vote Buying, Voter Intimidation, Disruption by Political Thugs, Disruption by 

Party agents and Incompetence of INEC Ad-Hoc Officials. Ekiti State (the headquarters of 

vote buying) was relatively peaceful during the elections, Vote buying dominated elections 

in the state, what is practically astounding is the little or no arrest that was made despite high 

number of reported cases. We can also say that’s the reason for the latitude in vote buying. 

Trend of concerns in Ondo State includes Vote Buying, Voter Intimidation, Disruption by 

Political Thugs, and Incompetence of INEC Ad-Hoc Officials.



Trends In Oyo Elections

Trends In Ekiti Elections



Trends In Osun Elections

Trends In Ondo Elections
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NEVR WEBSITE

WWW.NEVR.ORG



The NEVR website houses SMS-based reporting from monitors in the project and 

brings groundbreaking technology to improve upon previous conflict reporting. This 

website gives the public and other stakeholders near-instant access to incidents around 

the country as well as a variety of other election-related information. It is a platform 

for evidence-based information that documents disaggregated electoral violence data. 

Information from the field is the main foundation of all the contents on the website, it is 

imperative that all information the populace have access to are verified. Hence, the need 

for training the NEVR monitors before deployment to various local government areas 

across southwest Nigeria. 511 reports were received on the NEVR website, which comprises 

of peace initiatives, potential for violence and violence reports. 372 of the 511 reports were 

verified leaving 139 report unverified. These report remains at the unverified states because 

48 of this reports are duplicate SMS due to network glitches, 48 reports that are not related to 

the objective of the project and 43 reports from other zone which are meant to be verified by the 

organization in charge. 372 reports that were verified had 251 peace initiatives, 99 violence which 

are election-related and 22 Potential violence. Osun has the highest number of peace initiatives 

with 91 tracked, reported and verified. Oyo had 80 peace initiatives tracked, reported and verified 

but with pockets of violence which claimed the lives of 10 persons in the state. On the aggregate, 18 

persons were reported dead and these were verified.

SCREEN SHOT OF NEVR WEBSITE



Reports on NEVR.ORG

DISTRIBUTION OF  VERIFIED REPORT ON THE NEVR  WEBSITE



DISTRIBUTION OF UNVERIFIED REPORTS



DISTRIBUTION
OF  VERIFIED

REPORT IN
ONDO



DISTRIBUTION
OF  VERIFIED

REPORT IN
EKITI



DISTRIBUTION OF
VERIFIED REPORT 

IN LAGOS







11
DIALOGUE SESSION WITH THE 

LEAD MONITORS



Dialogue Session (Lead Monitors)

The much-admired South west Nigeria NEVR project faced a lot of challenges while 

implementation was on. The south west zonal hub (Kimpact) deemed it fit to organize a 

dialogue session with her lead monitors (LMs) across the six south western states in bid to 

discuss the impact of the NEVR project in the Southwest region throughout the 2019 General 

Elections. Kimpact hosted the 24 lead monitors on the 13th of March 2019 at Kimpact Office, 

Ibikunle Area Osogbo. 



The internal assessment of the work done was revealed to all LMs, the number of 

incidents and peace initiative reported by each state were analyzed and compared to the 

degree of peace and incidence of electoral violence gotten in each state during the 2019 

general election. The election day reports were disaggregated state by state and based on 

the incidences reported which includes number of deaths, physical harm, intimidations 

from both party thugs and agents, vote buying, deployment and partiality of security 

agents etc. this dialogue session reviewed the SMS gotten on the NEVR website, issues 

around SMS confirmation codes. The session was capped with the discussion of the 

success story, challenges and ways to improve NEVR implementation process in coming 

electoral cycle.



SOUTH WEST 
STAKEHOLDER’S 

FORUM12



Kimpact Development Initiative 

organized NEVR Post-Election 

Forum with Stakeholders in Ogun, 

Lagos and Oyo. The stakeholder’s 

fora were organized to inform major 

and relevant stakeholders that were 

involved in electoral process about 

Kimpact Key findings on election 

violence and related conflicts 

during the 2019 electoral cycle with 

the ultimate  goal of discussing these 

findings so as to jointly recommend 

workable solutions on mitigating 

electoral violence in subsequent 

elections in Nigeria. 

Kimpact gathered its information 

and election violence report 

through her 106 trained monitors 

who were deployed across the six (6) 

southwestern states. Also, through 

the web-based experiment arriving 

at the hotspot mapping, toll free lines 

which was used by the citizens to 

report electoral violence incidences, 

and SMS sent to the NEVR website. 



RECOMMENDATION 

The Stakeholders fora were held between 2nd – 5th, April 2019 in the two-violence prone 

area from Kimpact hotspot mapping (Oyo and Lagos) and Ogun which later became a 

violence zone during the governorship election. The forum in each of this three (3) 

states had the presence of Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC), National 

Orientation Agency (NOA), Nigeria Security and Civil Defense Commission (NSCDC), 

Independent Corrupt practices and other related offence Commission (ICPC), Interparty 

Advisory Council (IPAC), Media, informal sectors and civil society organizations.

•Political party need to strengthen her internal democracy and party primaries.

•Campaign of calumny by the political party should be checkmated

•Improved economy situation to curb vote buying

•The root cause of electoral violence should be checked, defined and eradicated to help 

gain the confidence of the citizen.

•INEC should increase their training schedule for Ad-hoc staff for proper understanding 



of the electioneering process.

•Citizens need to resolve to stop electoral challenges via attitudinal and behavioral 

change

•State Independent Electoral Commission (SIEC) should be scrapped because it 

being controlled by the state government (ruling political party) and the Local 

Government election is being influenced by the ruling party which has resulted to 

apathy from the electorate overtime and lack of confidence in INEC. 

•CSOs should be part of the Inter Agency Consultative Committee on Election 

Security during elections to help with the information on deployment of security 

personnel to election violence prone areas.

•INEC should go back to their previous way of engaging teachers of both primary 

and secondary schools who are indigene within the community as Ad-hoc staff for 

experience and reduction in violence.

•Political offices should be made less attractive and juicy. The remuneration should 

be reviewed

•Political parties should have good ideology and their campaign should be issue 

based.

Cross session of participants at the stakeholder’s forum in Oyo State



•The electoral acts need to be amended as regards the Card reader and validity of 

vote cast. 

•Reduction of numbers of political parties could strengthen our democracy.

•INEC should consider electronic voting. It will reduce electoral violence. 

•Observer should not be accredited without the approval of state REC or prove 

their nonpartisanship as some of the CSOs exploit the opportunity to work for the 

political parties.

•Conversations ahead of 2023 election most especially on of electoral issues that 

requires legislative backing should start now 

•INEC should be empowered to punish and prosecute electoral offenders. A system 

of reward and punishment should be put in place. No election offender should go 

without been punished irrespective of status.

•Politicians need to appeal to their conscience and do what is right and needful. 

•Politicians should educate their supporters and party members on INEC electoral 

Act 2010 as amended 

•Partiality of Security Agency should be checked. Security agency should implement 

to the letter the mandate of their operations.  

Cross session of participants at the stakeholder’s forum in Ogun State



•Electorate need more information on their values and not to sell their vote. NOA, CSO 

and INEC are encouraged to share more information 

•Electioneering process should be demonetized, starting from party ticket fee.

•Synergy between political party with EFCC, ICPC, INEC and NOA is important in having 

a violence-free election.

•Setting up of electoral offences court by the chief judge in each state will strengthen 

democracy and help bring electoral offenders to book.

Cross session of participants at the stakeholder’s forum in Lagos State



APPENDIX 1.1

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Wednesday February 14, 2019

Kimpact Development Initiative (KDI) Conference Hall,

Osogbo, Osun State.

A PRESS STATEMENT BY THE SOUTH WEST HUB OF THE NIGERIA ELECTION 

VIOLENCE REPORT (NEVR) PROJECT TOWARDS THE 2019 GENERAL 

ELECTIONS.

Distinguished Men of the Press

Ladies and Gentlemen,

With great pleasure, we welcome you to this press conference organized Kimpact 

Development Initiative (KDI) in respect to the Nigeria Election Violence Report 

(NEVR) Project for the 2019 General Elections. The objective of this press conference 

is to inform the general public on the key findings of the Kimpact pre-election survey/

hotspot mapping done before the 2019 general elections, also to inform the public 

on how citizen observation/monitoring could help on mitigating electoral violence, 

share medium to report electoral violence in their communities, and to remind all 

electoral stakeholders to play by the rules at this critical stage of the electoral process 

most especially before, during and after the 2019 General elections. 

About on NEVR Project

The Nigeria Election Violence Report (NEVR) project is supported by the International 



Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES). The project focuses on developing the capacity 

of civil society to monitor, analyze and respond to incidents of election-related conflict 

before, during and after elections in Nigeria. It promotes collaboration and dialogue 

between election stakeholders in order to mitigate and/or prevent election violence.

To accomplish these objectives, IFES through KDI engage monitors throughout hotspot 

states in South West geo-political zone during the pre-election, Election Day and post-

election periods.  KDI will also distribute public awareness materials and engage in public 

education during this process. This combination of activities will strengthen the partners’ 

ability to reinforce peace in their communities and to help prevent tensions from escalating 

into violence.

Methodology and Key Findings on Kimpact Pre Election Survey/Hotspot Mapping

Kimpact Development Initiative’s commitment to deepening democratic processes 

incites her to embark on an assessment of electoral risk factors in the six states of the 

south west geo-political zone of Nigeria ahead of the 2019 general elections with a view 

to explore opinions, knowledge and non-violence expectations regarding 2019 general 

elections and also to examine real and potential security threats in the zone so as to identify 

early warning signals that could assist relevant stakeholders, especially the INEC, security 

agencies and civil society organisations (CSOs) to deploy appropriate responses. The pre-

election survey had sample size of 2,722 respondents across South West gotten through a 

web-based experiment.

There are diverse degrees of concern in the 6 states of the south west with the 3 states 

on Amber: Ekiti, Ogun, Ondo, while Lagos and Oyo are the 2 states on Red based on the 

findings of the survey. The findings also suggest that Osun State could have a certain degree 

of peace in the forthcoming elections. 

However, most persons (65.3%) in the south west Nigeria believes the election will be 

peaceful, but the bone of contention is the colossal amount (28.3%) that are uncertain 



about having peaceful elections due to issues around activities of political party leaders, 

political thugs, hate speech, partiality/low professionalism of security agencies and INEC 

Officials and unclear voting procedures.

MONITORING ELECTORAL VIOLENCE THROUGH CITIZEN OBERVATION

With all these aforementioned concerns, providing impartial voice on electoral violence 

through citizen observation with the ultimate goal of ending the culture of impunity by 

documenting and publishing disaggregated electoral violence data is key and needed so as 

to inform relevant stakeholder on why election violence needs to be mitigated.

IFES through KDI have trained and deployed 106 monitors throughout hotspot local 

government areas in South West geo-political zone during the Pre-election, Election 

Day and Post-election periods.  Several peace initiatives such as advocacy meetings and 

town hall meetings have been held and still ongoing in each states of the south west to 

discuss with key stakeholders so as to mitigate political tensions that may lead to electoral 

violence. Over 6000 pledge cards will be circulated to get commitment of the citizens to 

peacefully participate in the 2019 general elections. 18 billboards bearing nonviolence 

messaging will be mounted across the 18 senatorial districts of the south west. A toll-free 

line (0800001000) would be made available as a medium where the public can also report 

any incident of violence in their communities.

Call to Action.

As it is no more a news that the general election would be February 16 and March 2 for the 

presidential and governorship elections respectively. KDI hereby request all stakeholders: 

INEC, political parties, candidates, youth leaders, security officers and political gladiators 

to please ensure a peaceful atmosphere before, during and after the elections.

As citizens of this beloved country Nigeria, we like you all to bear in mind that no 

development is possible in the atmosphere void of peace. We implore all youth to please 

avoid being an instrument to foment violence in any area of the state as peace for one is 



peace for all. 

We request that all candidates involved in the forthcoming elections should ensure 

a peaceful atmosphere for all by ensuring that all their followers are not going to be 

instrument to cause violence in any area of the state, and bear in mind that there is no 

blood of any Nigerians that worth their political ambitions.

We request that the security agencies should be impartial, fair and ensure justice in the 

discharge of their roles during the forthcoming election as any act of partisanship can 

jeopardize the peace in our country. Our statement is incomplete without requesting the 

media to be professional in their reporting bearing in mind that the people count on them 

for genuine unbiased reporting. In conclusion, we say thank you to all stakeholders as we 

hope for peaceful atmosphere before, during and after the general elections.

Bukola Idowu

Coordinator, South West hub NEVR

Executive Director

Kimpact Development Initiative.



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Wednesday, February 27, 2019

Osogbo, Osun State.

A PRESS STATEMENT BY KIMPACT DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE, THE 

PROJECT COORDINATOR FOR NIGERIA ELECTION VIOLENCE REPORT 

(NEVR) SOUTH WEST HUB ON THE VIOLENCE AND POTENTIAL FOR 

VIOLENCE REPORT ON THE 23RD FEBRUARY, 2019 PRESIDENTIAL AND 

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS

Distinguished Men of the Press

Ladies and gentlemen, good morning,

With great pleasure, we welcome you to this press conference organized by 

Kimpact Development Initiative (KDI) in respect to the Nigeria Election Violence 

Report (NEVR) Project for the 2019 General Elections. The objective of this press 

conference is to inform the general public and major stakeholders on the key 

findings and observations of the Kimpact on election violence report during the last 

Presidential and Federal House of Assembly election and to give recommendations 

based on the last election findings on the forth coming governorship and house of 

assembly election.

ABOUT ON NEVR PROJECT

The Nigeria Election Violence Report (NEVR) project is supported by the 

International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES). The project focuses 
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on developing the capacity of civil society to monitor, analyze and respond to 

incidents of election-related conflict before, during and after elections in Nigeria. 

It encourages collaboration and dialogue between election stakeholders in society 

to mitigate and/or prevent election violence.

To achieve these objectives, IFES through Kimpact trained and deployed 106 

monitors throughout South West geopolitical zone during the Pre-election, Election 

Day and Post-election periods.  Several peace initiatives such as advocacy visits and 

town hall meetings have been held in each state of the southwest to discuss with key 

stakeholders so as to mitigate political tensions that may lead to electoral violence. 

Over 6000 pledge cards were circulated and the commitment of the citizens 

to peacefully participate in the elections is still ongoing. 18 billboards bearing 

nonviolence messaging have been mounted across the 18 senatorial districts of the 

south west. A toll-free line (08000010000) has been made available as a medium 

where the public can also report any incident of violence in their communities.

KEY FINDINGS AND OBSERVATION OF KIMPACT ON INCIDENCE OF 

ELECTORAL VIOLENCE, POTENTIAL VIOLENCE OTHER RELATED 

ELECTIONS GLITCHES.

As part of Kimpact Development Initiative’s effort to deepening democratic 

processes, a Kimpact/ NEVR South West Election Situation Room was setup for 

credible, real-time analyses that will become one of the most sought-after election 

information during and after the polls, for objective insights into incidence of 

election violence, document same and to provide rapid response to emergencies – 

especially in the crisis situation during and after the elections.

Firstly, commendation goes to the patriotic Nigerians who were committed and 

shown persistent determination to exercise their franchise on Saturday 23rd of 

February, 2019 going against all odds. KDI cannot but salute the members of the 

National Youth Service Corps who were resilient and unflagging in carrying out 



their duty despite the difficulties posed on their path.

On Saturday, 23rd February, 2019, Kimpact NEVR South West Election Situation 

Room received reports from the 6 states of the South West Nigeria ranging from 

Violence, Intimidation of Voters, Potential Violence, Election Logistics, Vote 

Buying, and Security Conduct and Deployment of Security Personnel to Polling 

Units (PUs).

COMMENCEMENT OF ELECTIONS

Averagely, in most polling units of the South West Nigeria voting started somewhat 

around 10.30 am. There was even a report from Onile Aro, Ward 4, Akinyele LGA, 

Ibadan as at 2.50pm that accreditation and voting has not commenced. Delay in 

the starting time of polls was obvious in states like Ogun, Ondo and Lagos. The 

time lag in the starting time of voting impacted on the timely completion of the 

collation process.  

LOGISTIC ARRANGEMENT FOR THE ELECTIONS

Saturday, 23rd February, 2019 election was branded with grave logistical issues 

which includes deployment, and adequacy of election materials. Report of an 

incomplete number of sensitive materials in most polling units at Ado-Odo, Ota 

and Shagamu in Ogun state, Irepodun in Osun State and some part of Ondo State 

were worrying. We got reports from some part of Oyo and Lagos that marker 

given couldn’t work well till the end of the exercise and the indelible ink provided 

got exhausted. Though some of these issues were later amended, but the delay this 

had caused to the commencement of polls cannot be repaired. 

ISSUES WITH SMART CARD READERS

The issues around the smart card reader on the election day was worrisome, Report 

gotten from Ijoko, Ogun State, Ido and Egbeda LGA of Oyo State and some part 

of Lagos exposed instances where voting had to be paused due to technical and 



network issues on the SCR. This massively contributed to the delay experienced 

before and during the voting exercise which also caused delay in closing of polls. 

CONDUCT OF THE AD-HOC OFFICERS

It was largely reported in Osun and Ondo state that the some of the ad-hoc officer 

displayed a bungling performance, as report came that even voters were suggesting 

solutions to officers in Osun state when some of them were overwhelmed with 

difficulties and apparent cluelessness. Many of these acts lead to delay in voting in 

some part of Ondo state.

All the aforementioned issues are potential for violence in the Saturday, 23rd 

February, 2019, getting reports on violence and disruption of the voting process by 

political thugs is very disheartening. We cannot but talk about the Election Security.

With sorrow of heart, Kimpact confirmed that two Nigerians died during the course 

of electoral violence on Saturday 23rd of February, 2019 in South West: Lagos – 1, 

Oyo- 1. KDI has repeatedly stated that no ambition of any politician is worth the life 

of any Nigerian and we strongly condemn the lack of empathy, care and sensitivity 

by the political class regarding these cases. 

Report gotten depicts that in most places where polls were disrupted have just one 

security man in attendance, which means areas that are volatile were not taken 

into consideration during the deployment of security officers and this had gross 

consequences on the election. 

For example, In Iba, Ifelodun, Osun State, Voters, Ad-hoc staff and the only security 

agent who reportedly was said to be a Female Federal Road Safety Officer had to 

run when suspected political thugs started shooting and scattered the polls.

In Egbeda, Ibadan there were reports of snatching of ballot boxes. There was 

disruption of voting by suspected party thugs in Kudeti Area of Ibadan South LGA, 

where one death was recorded. 

In Oriade, Osun State, ballot papers and boxes were destroyed at the INEC office. 

In Okota, Lagos State, there were reports of disruption of voting by suspected 



political thugs who when shooting in the air, voters were chased away, ballot boxes 

destroyed and ballot papers were set on fire. We can’t throw this away, reports gotten 

basically showed that security personnel conducted themselves professionally, yet 

there are few examples where security officers were to some extent overzealous in 

the conduct of their duties.

CLOSURE OF POLLS AND COLLATION

Polls close extremely late, the report came in of officials in some polling unit 

using phone backlight to sort and count ballot paper, the report showed that in 

Iba, Ifelodun of Osun State, collation at the polling unit was still ongoing around 

9.30pm.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Due to various degrees of concerns around logistics, smart card reader and issues 

that hinged on violence on Saturdays’ elections in South West Nigeria, Kimpact 

recorded issues that are significant and that INEC has not planned strategically 

despite the postponement of a week by the commission.

In view of the aforementioned issues, KDI recommends that:

• The cases of violence in our electoral process is disturbing and we recommend 

that the FG should consider setting up Electoral Offence Commission to prosecute 

and punish electoral offenders as INEC presently have no such power.

• Actions should be taken to mitigate logistical issues in the Governorship and 

house of assembly election

• INEC should engage logistics company that will distribute sensitive voting 

materials and equipment to every part of the country professionally and promptly 

instead of the NURTW that has overtime been a tool even in the hands of the 

political class.

• Most persons believe manipulation occurs mainly at the collation centers, 

since smart card reader could transmit voting result directly from PUs to the INEC 

situation room, then we implore INEC to embrace this transmitting process as the 



major way of collation instead of the manual collation process that is vulnerable to 

manipulation and human error. This we know will ease officers that were fatigue, 

cut the long period used for collation and it will enhance transparency and openness 

in the collation process. And we encourage that if this needs to be given a legislative 

backing it has to be done on time before the 2023 general election.

• Independent audit should be done on the Nigeria Electoral Management 

Body to determine what are the best option available to improve our voting system 

this includes, the functionality of the smart card reader 

• Security agencies should ensure that credible security assessment is done, so 

as to ensure in subsequent elections that considerations are given to place that are 

volatile or prone to violence

• Ad-hoc officer should be well scrutinized and adequate training should be 

giving to them before assigning to the polls

Call to Action.

KDI hereby request that:

• As citizens of this beloved country Nigeria, voters as a major stakeholder 

should bear in mind that we like you all to bear in mind that no development is 

possible in the atmosphere void of peace. We implore voters to please avoid being 

an instrument to foment violence in any area as peace for one is peace for all. 

• The major factor that threatened the election was the impunity from the 

suspected staunch followers of the political class. We request that all candidates 

should ensure a peaceful atmosphere for all by ensuring that all their followers are 

not going to be instrument to cause violence in any area of the state, and bear in 

mind that there is no blood of any Nigerians that worth their political ambitions. 

Also, the political class should submit themselves to obeying the guidelines of 

electoral process because this will aid good and peaceful conduct in elections

• After the announcement of results, we urge any political class that is aggrieved 

to seek legal redress.

• We request that the security agencies should probe more into the cases of 

partiality displayed by some of their members, also for the subsequent election they 



should be impartial, fair and ensure justice in the discharge of their roles during 

the forthcoming election as any act of partisanship can jeopardize the peace in our 

country. 

Bukola Idowu

Coordinator, South West hub NEVR

Executive Director

Kimpact Development Initiative.



APPENDIX 1.3
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Wednesday, March 13, 2019

Osogbo, Osun State.

A PRESS STATEMENT BY KIMPACT DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (KDI), 

THE SOUTH WEST HUB FOR THE NIGERIA ELECTION VIOLENCE REPORT 

(NEVR) ON THE VIOLENCE AND POTENTIAL FOR VIOLENCE REPORTS ON 

THE 9TH MARCH, 2019: GOVERNORSHIP AND HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY (HOA) 

ELECTIONS

Distinguished Men of the Press

Ladies and gentlemen.

We welcome you to this press conference organized by Kimpact Development 

Initiative (the South West Hub of the Nigeria Election Violence Report NEVR 

Project) on the Governorship and House of Assembly (HOA) elections. The objective 

of this press conference is to inform the general public and major stakeholders on 

the key findings and observations of Kimpact on election violence and potential for 

violence reports received in the last governorship and house of assembly elections 

and to give recommendations based on the last election findings to improve the 

election process and procedure.

ABOUT ON NEVR PROJECT

The Nigeria Election Violence Report (NEVR) project is supported by the 

International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES). The project focuses 

on developing the capacity of civil society to monitor, analyze and respond to 



incidents of election-related conflict before, during and after elections in Nigeria. 

It encourages collaboration and dialogue between election stakeholders in society 

to mitigate and/or prevent election violence.

To achieve these objectives, Kimpact have trained and deployed 106 monitors 

throughout South West geopolitical zone for the Pre-election, Election Day and 

Post-election periods.  Several peace initiatives such as advocacy visits and town 

hall meetings have been held in each state of the southwest to discuss with key 

stakeholders so as to mitigate political tensions that may lead to electoral violence. 

Over 6000 pledge cards were circulated and the commitment of the citizens to 

peacefully participate in the elections were gotten. 18 billboards bearing nonviolence 

messaging have been mounted across the 18 senatorial districts of the south west. 

A toll-free line (08000010000) has been made available as a medium where the 

public can also report any incident of violence in their communities.

KIMPACT / NEVR SOUTH WEST ELECTION SITUATION ROOM

Kimpact / NEVR South West Election Situation Room was on with full operation 

on  (9th of March, 2019) the governorship and house of assembly election day to get 

field reports from 106 NEVR monitors deployed across the six states of the South 

West Nigeria for swift, credible, and real-time analyses that will become one of the 

most sought-after election information during and after the polls, to give objective 

insights into incidence of election violence, document same and to provide rapid 

response to emergencies – especially in the crisis situation during and after the 

elections. In addition, report was equally gotten from the public via the toll-free 

line provided by Kimpact, many of these reports were tracked and verified by the 

NEVR monitor in that neighbourhood. 

KIMPACT KEY FINDINGS AND OBSERVATION ON INCIDENCE OF ELECTORAL 

VIOLENCE, POTENTIAL VIOLENCE OTHER RELATED ISSUES AROUND THE 

ELECTIONS.



Before anything else, Kimpact commends the resilience and purposeful act 

displayed by patriotic Nigerians who still went to their respective polling units 

to exercise their franchise on Saturday 9th of March, 2019 going against all odds 

despite the fear and worry in the build up to the elections. On Saturday, 9th March, 

2019, Kimpact NEVR South West Election Situation Room received reports from 

the 6 states of the South West Nigeria ranging from Violence, Intimidation of Voters, 

Logistics issues, Vote Buying, to Security Conduct at all levels. Out all the reports 

received 210 reports were verified and analysed.

COMMENCEMENT OF ELECTIONS

As against the Presidential and National Assembly Elections on Saturday, 23rd 

February 2019. Saturday, 9th March, 2019 Governorship and House of Assembly 

elections experienced a huge improvement, voting started somewhat around 8.15am 

in most polling units (PUs) of the South West Nigeria. The early commencement of 

polls experienced on Saturday, 9th March, 2019 is never far from the early arrival 

of ad-hoc officers to set up the PUs. There were reports that ad-hoc officers got to 

PU before 7am most especially in Ward 9, Unit 008, Irepodun Local Government 

Area (LGA), Osun.

Although, there were reports from Agege ward 3 RAC, and Oshodi/Isolo LGAs of 

Lagos that polls commenced late due to refusal of ad-hoc officer to deploy.

INEC ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE ELECTIONS

It was largely reported of the reaction of INEC ad-hoc officials at earlier hours of 

Saturday and the late arrival of INEC ad-hoc officers in Lagos at the PUs. There was 

even a report from Eti-Osa ward 1 that INEC ad-hoc officers arrived a PU at 11am 

and voting commenced 11.30am. All these are not far from the multiple reports we 

received. In Agege ward 3 and Oshodi/Isolo RACs, we got report of ad-hoc officers 

protesting issues around their welfare most especially non-payment of their dues 

from previous election. Kimpact is really disturbed about the treatment INEC 



gave its personnel most especially the ad-hoc officer. We believe that the quality of 

any exercise cannot be better off the personnel in-charge of its implementation, 

if the ad-hoc officers are not in a balanced psychological and physical state, the 

expectation of quality delivery is in jeopardy.

 

VOTER APATHY

It was evident that on Saturday, 9th March, 2019 that the voter turnout is low. In 

comparison with the Presidential and National Assembly Elections on Saturday, 

23rd February 2019, the level of voter apathy recorded on the election day was 

worrisome. Supposedly, an election ought to roll around voter, but report gotten 

from some PUs of ward 9 in Ado Ekiti, Ekiti state and Yewa North ward 1 in Ogun state 

shown an inauspicious situation of election officials being idle at these respective 

PUs waiting for voters to come out. This show of apathy displayed by voters is not 

far from factors around the disappointment of citizens over poor conduct of the 

February 23 Presidential and National Assembly elections. Most of the voters are 

frightened and feel unsafe due to couple of violence recorded on the 23 February 

elections. Concerns over the impartiality of security personnel and indeed the 

integrity of the electoral process are also a factor to consider.

INDUCEMENT AND VOTE BUYING

The preponderance nature and widespread of vote buying and inducement across 

the South West Nigeria is really disturbing as reports gotten were mostly that vote 

buying was with impunity in states like Ogun, Ekiti, Ondo, Oyo and Osun. Agents 

of political parties were distributing money ranging from N200 to N2000. It got so 

pathetic that votes were bought in Akinyele, Ward 8, Unit 39-42 at N200. What is 

practically astounding is the little or no arrest that was made despite high number 

of reported cases. We can also say that’s the reason for the latitude in vote buying.



All the above-mentioned issues are potential for violence and issues related to 

election logistics in the Saturday, 9 March, 2019, getting reports disruption of 

the voting process by political thugs and party agent, as well as that of violence at 

the collation period is very disheartening. We cannot but talk about the Election 

Security.

With sadness of heart, Kimpact confirmed that fourteen (14) Nigerians died during 

the course of electoral violence in this 2019 election cycle in South West but 12 was 

recorded on Saturday, 9 March, 2019: Ogun – 1, Oyo -7, and Ondo – 4.

KDI has constantly stated that election is a civil exercise and never a do or die 

affairs. No ambition of any politician worth the life of any Nigerian. Despite the 

improvement in the deployment of security agents to PUs, Report revealed the 

prevalence of polls’ disruption by party agents and political thugs.

In Ifaki Ekiti, ward 2, PU 3&4 Ido-Osi LGA in Ekiti, it was largely reported that 

ballot boxes were snatched and ballot papers were burnt in ward 2 units 7&10. In 

Efon Alaye, Ward 5 PU 1 in Ekiti, report gotten revealed the sporadic shooting in 

the areas, thereby scaring the ones that wants to exercise their franchise.

Around 10.44am on the day of election in Akure South LGA, ward 5 PU 30 and 

31, it was reported of sporadic shooting. Which cause INEC officials and unarmed 

security men to flee before normalcy was restored.

In Oba Akoko, there was a massive disruption of electoral process leading to 

indiscriminate shooting, malicious destruction of ballot boxes, and other properties.  

COLLATION OF RESULTS

Collation of voting results remains a major weak-point in Nigeria’s election 

management and administration as so many persons believe manipulation and 

interference commonly occur in the collation centers. In Oyo, Kimpact received 

report of the malicious burning of the INEC secretariat in Ibadan South West LGA 



by some Unidentified persons, we strongly condemn this act as it is nothing but 

inhumane. In Ondo, we received numerous reports of disruption of collation 

process.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the aforementioned issues, KDI recommends that:

• The cases of violence in our electoral process is disturbing and the 

impunity displayed by vote traders are destroying our democracy. There must be 

accountability for every life lost in this election cycle. Therefore, we recommend 

that the FG should consider setting up an Electoral Offence Commission to 

prosecute and punish electoral offenders swiftly as INEC presently have no such 

power.

• Most persons believe manipulation occurs mainly at the collation centers, 

the collation process of election results should be fast-tracked. Besides, since 

smart card reader could transmit voting result directly from the PUs to the INEC 

situation room, then we implore INEC to embrace this transmitting process as the 

major way of collation instead of the manual collation process that is vulnerable to 

manipulation and human error. This we know will ease officers that were fatigue, 

cut the long period used for collation and it will enhance transparency and 

openness in the collation process. And we encourage that if this needs to be given 

a legislative backing it has to be done on time before the 2023 general election.

• Independent assessment should be done on the Nigeria Electoral Management 

Body to determine what is the best option available to improve our voting system so 

as to improve it to the point of meeting the minimum requirement of democratic 

process.

• Security agencies should ensure that credible security assessment is done, so 

as to strategically deploy security agents and not military in subsequent elections.



Call to Action.

KDI hereby request that:

• We know that the desperate quest for power of the political class has led us 

into nursing violence in our elections and the impunity from the suspected staunch 

followers of the political class and even themselves as become a major threat to 

our democracy. We request that all political actors and candidates should ensure 

they abide by the rules and respect the choice of the people, that’s when a peaceful 

atmosphere can be ensured. 

• They should ensure that all their followers are not going to be instrument to 

cause violence in any area of the state, and bear in mind that there is no blood of 

any Nigerians that worth their political ambitions. 

• As citizens of this beloved country Nigeria, voters as a major stakeholder 

should bear in mind that there no good war or neither is there a bad peace and no 

development is possible in the atmosphere void of peace. We implore voters to 

please avoid being an instrument to foment violence in any area as peace for one is 

peace for all. 

• We request that the security agencies should probe more into the causes of 

partiality displayed by some of their members, also for the subsequent election 

they should be impartial, fair and ensure justice in the discharge of their roles 

during the supplementary and 2023 general election as any act of partisanship can 

jeopardize the peace in our country. 

Bukola Idowu

Coordinator, South West hub NEVR

Executive Director

Kimpact Development Initiative.



LINK TO PRESS RELEASE

http://citymirrornews.com/news/2019/14/group-raises-alarm-over-possible-election-vio-

lence-in-3-s-west-states/

KDI Charges Stakeholders in Electoral Process on Violence-Free, Credible Poll  https://

wp.me/parlb5-4GR

https://businessday.ng/ng-election/article/2019-polls-group-launches-bureaux-on-elec-

toral-violence-in-southwest-states/

KDI charges stakeholders in electoral process on violence-free, credible poll https://www.

thenigerianvoice.com/news/275630/kdi-charges-stakeholders-in-electoral-process-on-vi-

olence-fr.html

Elections: Group charges security personnel on neutrality https://www.today.ng/news/

politics/elections-group-charges-security-personnel-neutrality-195589/amp

Polls: Group charges security personnel on neutrality https://www.dailytrust.com.ng/

polls-group-charges-security-personnel-on-neutrality.html

http://www.theimpactnewspaper.com/2019/02/21/ikorodu-monarch-dissatis-

fies-with-number-of-registered-voters-in-lagos-ikorodu/

http://www.theimpactnewspaper.com/2019/02/21/pre-election-surveys-on-vio-

lence-give-us-concerns-communication-officer-nigeria-election-violence-report-project/

http://www.theimpactnewspaper.com/2019/02/21/photos-royal-father-canvasses-for-vio-

lent-free-elections/



KDI Releases Full Findings On Electoral Violence, Says INEC Ad-hoc Staff Incompetent*

https://www.amiloaded.com/2019/02/2019-kdi-releases-full-findings-on.html?m=1

http://citymirrornews.com/news/2019/27/kimpact-applauds-inec-over-conduct-of-elec-

tions-urges-govt-to-create-electoral-offence/

KDI Presents Election Report, Warns Security Agencies Of Partiality 

 https://developmentreport.ng/kdi-presents-election-report-warns-security-agen-

cies-of-partiality/

https://developmentreport.ng/election-violence-kdi-ifes-monitors-embark-on-advoca-

cy-visit-to-noa/

KDI Demands Immediate Arrest Of Perpetrators of Violence During Election | BONews 

https://bit.ly/2TMZkly

https://guardian.ng/news/group-urges-inec-to-address-lapses-ahead-march-9-elections/

https://mapnews.ng/group-calls-for-establishment-of-electoral-offence-commission/

https://bonews.com.ng/electoral-violence-group-calls-for-establishment-of-electoral-of-

fence-commission/

Group urges FG to set up Electoral Offence Commission

https://www.dailytrust.com.ng/group-urges-fg-to-set-up-electoral-offence-commission.

html

 https://nghappenings.com/news/group-wants-more-recruitment-of-security-personnel/

http://www.radionigeria.gov.ng/2019/02/28/csos-advocate-use-of-card-readers-for-res
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